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A Masterful Performance
12/07/2022 07:00 AM EST • 12/05/2022 11:38 AM EST

 !  %  "

Cappella Cantorum Masterworks Chorus performed holiday favorites at John Winthrop Middle School
on Dec. 4 under the direction of Simon Holt. The chorus was accompanied by the Cappella Cantorum
Orchestra and pianist Patrice Newman. The concert also featured soloists mezzo-soprano Rachel
Abrams and bass-baritone Christopher Grundy.

For more information about Cappella Cantorum, visit cappellacantorum.org.
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b31st64 • 22 days ago

• Reply •
Match the comments with the article for crying out loud!!!!!!!!

 3△ ▽

mrsbthediva • 21 days ago

• Reply •

Re: Jonathan Trotta's letter asking if the gaslighting is fair - YES, Jonathan. As a matter of fact, it is. As a
Black resident of Guilford, I cannot tell you how EXHAUSTING it has been to continue having this
conversation. If the folks who keep making this claim about CRT being taught in the Guilford schools
(which has been disproven and debunked ad nauseum), and REFUSE to listen to facts and reason, then
yes, it's absolutely warranted. Willful ignorance should always be challenged, and the only people who
consider that to be gaslighting are those who cannot admit they are on the wrong side of this debate. Keep
your heads in the sand if you choose, but the rest of us are going to grow and evolve as a people. Would be
nice for you to join us in 2022 where people understand that denying the teaching of REAL, LIVED Black
experiences in this country is not the vibe.
 1△ ▽

Laura Lee Lefko • a month ago

• Reply •

Bill, the person responsible for the Fair Rent Commission is Nancy Gorski, our first selectman, not
Christine Goupil or Christine Cohen. Goupil and Cohen only said that they would support legislation to cap
rent increases in mobile home parks if it is presented, it has never been presented. And while she may
support the current abortion law, it was codified in 1990. You are throwing your support behind someone
who tends to claim responsibility for things she was only peripherally involved in or whose involvement
was simply showing up for a photo opportunity. Giving you or First Selectman Gorski a phone number, as
she did with the Fair Rent Commission, is not helping or going out of her way, it is her job. Additionally,
while she may have appeared with Wm Tong at the big "thank you" at the fire house last month for
something that was done by Killingworth town government, she was absent from a very important budget
meeting in Clinton that night where she still serves on the town council. It would have been nice if the
person who put their reputation on the line (Nancy) had been asked to sit at the head table and was
recognized at that meeting, since she did the work. The residents of Beechwood are being used by a
political party and that is a shame.
 1△ ▽

Ellen E. O' Herlihy • 20 days ago

• Reply •

In regard to the Town of Old Saybrook story about the Director of Public Works, I would like to say one
thing. This, however, is not a response to the specific situation, but my two cents on retaliation in the
workplace. I will say that, when I was employed there, the topic of retaliation came up more than once
among many people in many different departments. Personally, I do believe that it does take place in the
town but is not limited to one department specifically. Therefore, while I do not know for a fact that people
won't or don't speak up about the issue, it is not out of the realm of possibility that fear of retaliation may
be the reason (s) behind someone not sticking up for someone else when they need it.
△ ▽

lisa • 2 months ago

• Reply •

If Mr. fortuna wishes the best for Ellen then why not reach out and make things right? Is it so hard to
actually do the right thing when something obviously went wrong in this situation? Does it not matter that
someone worked for all those years diligently and then just discarded when there is a glitch? Shame on Mr.
Fortuna and I hope he never has to make a decision between caring for a loved one and his job.
△ ▽

Ellen E. O' Herlihy • 2 months ago

• Reply •

In response to Mr. Fortuna's response to MY letter, I take issue with a couple of things: It's interesting that
the union approached the First Selectman when I spoke on the phone with the Director of Finance about
the temporary request for 22 hours, as this was the person whom I had been told previously to speak with.
She then told me that she would speak with the First Selectman and the Building Official. And I do stress
TEMPORARY because this all would have been a moot point, had the initial flexibility been extended as I
was contacted by an agency with someone to cover those 8 hours later in the day of August 15. Further, and
I may be misinterpreting here, but "would be willing to consider a request for a leave of absence" is NOT an
emphatic yes to a leave ofI absence. Based on my previous inquiries over the past few years to increase MY
hours as those of my three other co-Town Hall Administrators had been, and continuously denied, wasn't
giving me a warm feeling of a definite, much less emphatic yes. Yes, I was paid for those twelve FMLA
weeks, but that is because I had a substantial number of sick hours accumulated over the years, which I
took, followed by any personal and sick time I had left from the fiscal year. Finally, the union rep did ask if
the sick time bank could be used towards those eight hours as was indicated in the union contract that
could be done, but this request was denied. That didn't really bother me because it wasn't in the forefront
of my mind, but it was, to the best of my knowledge and the union rep's, a r
equest that should have not been discarded immediately. If someone is perceived to be fighting you so
much about coming back to work, would YOU feel appreciated and valued and some place that you want to
return to?
△ ▽

Ralph Russo • 3 months ago

• Reply •

Thank you Andrew and Ethan for sharing this story. It really brings to life the enduring legacy and power
of commitment to community.
△ ▽

Concerned Grandparent • 3 months ago

• Reply •

So glad the Leete head stone has been restored. My anscestors, the Roses of North Branford, answered the
call to protect Guilford from the redcoats. We have family attesting to that call, withBritish War Shipsin the
harbor!
△ ▽

Rick Pine • 3 months ago

• Reply •

Under section 9.2 of our union contract you can use sick leave to take care of a family member, this would
allow you to use the sick pool for this circumstance. File a grievance and you will win.
△ ▽

Ellen E. O' Herlihy  • 3 months ago

• Reply •

> Rick Pine

He indicated that I had no sick time although the screenshot of Nova Time that I subsequently
emailed him after his morning email indicated that I DID have time. Asking for sick pool time for
the day was a hard "No" from what I was told.
△ ▽

Moishe Davidowitz • 3 months ago

• Reply •
If the lawsuit fails, move to Magastan.
△ ▽

Joe Iassogna • 3 months ago

• Reply •

Surprisingly relevant?!
Millions upon millions have known of the man's relevance. I am so glad you are surprised by it.
△ ▽

cheap greek • 4 months ago • edited

• Reply •

""few people reaping benefits while the rest of us suffer?"". There is much benefit for those who travel, no
long drives to reach distant airports and all this for an airport that has been in operation for 90 years.
StopTweed has been a purveyor of misinformation such as a photo of the Memphis Fed-Ex hub meant to
imply this is what will happen to Tweed. Tweed will never become a freight hub, only large cities with huge
airport land area can accommodate such an operation. Tweed is and always will be a small regional airport,
no hub status, no wide body planes and no transatlantic international flights. For the few who complain
about Tweed, give it a chance and see if you can adapt to the new normal and if not, move to the suburbs.
The local population has responded very well to the new flights with many from East Haven, New Haven
and surrounding towns. 2022 will be a record setting year, surpassing the last yearly passenger totals of
132K back in the early 90's With all that's going on locally and in the world, I'm sure you ladies can find a
worthwhile cause that really helps those in need. Make your time count by helping with real problems
people are experiencing, not gross exaggerations.
△ ▽

Vincent Perrelli  • 4 months ago

• Reply •

> cheap greek

Hmmmm. How curious that there was NO such concern when East Haven built the industrial park
in that exact same area. 
Are there not trailer trucks traversing the roads now?
I'm not seeing any protests against Town Fair Tire.
Oh, that's right. They provide income to the town. 
So, what makes you think that a negotiated percentage of parking revenues, passenger boardings
and PILOT money wouldn't add far more revenue?
And if Amsterdam's airport, which is below sea level, can handle flooding with pumps and dams, an
efficiently-designed layout incorporating flood control and drainage can most assuredly apply to
Tweed.
 1△ ▽

KenE • 5 months ago

• Reply •

Congrats on your well deserved retirement Marc. I enjoyed working with you while I was doing tech at
Walsh- though that Train system you were using at the time was really a dog!
△ ▽

Laura Lee Lefko • a month ago

• Reply •

Claire; the state of CT is in the red, we do not have a budget surplus other than the money that the tax
dollars that the federal government gave CT in the form of "ARPA" funds. Pension bailout, to the extent
that it did occur, would never have been possible without that money. Every state representative is
required to serve on three committees so Christine Goupil's participation on committees is no monumental
effort, it is what she has to do to keep her seat. CT is rated 39th for business, and 30th for affordability so
we cannot really call that an accomplishment under her time in office. A woman's "right to chose" has been
"protected" since 1990 in this state, I'm not quite sure that Rep Goupil was out of grade school at that time.
As a woman, I am appalled when a woman who has been elected to public office claims responsibility for
accomplishments that she was only peripherally involved in, as this state rep did with the train station in
Clinton. Facts matter. The fact is that if Jesse McLachan hadn't withdrawn from the race after his career
ending vote on the qualified immunity bill two years ago, Christine Goupil would not have been elected.
She barely inched out a win against John Hall of Westbrook who then entered the race in late August of
that year. Votes matter. Vote for Chris Aniskovich who has a proven track record over time of work for
everyone in his community.
△  ▽ 1
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Investigation into Public Works
Director Ongoing
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Retail Marijuana Store Hearing
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